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The topic of the present paper is concrete Banach and C*-algebras which are
generated by a finite number of idempotents. Our first result is that, for each finitely
generated Banach algebra A, there is a number n0 so that the algebra An_n of all
n_n matrices with entries in A is generated by three idempotents whenever nn0 ,
and that An_n is generated by two idempotents if and only if n=2 and if A is
singly generated. As an application we find that the algebra C n_n(K) of all con-
tinuous Cn_n-matrix-valued functions on a compact K/C with connected comple-
ment but without interior points, is generated by 2 or 3 idempotents in case n=2
or n>2, respectively. This result is used to construct examples of C*-algebras
which are generated by 2 idempotents but not 2 projections. For these algebras, the
standard 2_2 matrix symbol fails to be symmetric. We finally show that each
C*-algebra satisfying a polynomial identity (in particular, each C*-algebra
generated by two idempotents) possesses a symmetric matrix valued symbol and,
hence, the standard symbol can always be replaced by a symmetric one.  1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. Finitely Generated Banach Algebras, and Idempotents
An element a of an algebra over the complex field C is said to be idempo-
tent if a2=a. A projection is an element of an involutive complex algebra
satisfying a2=a and a*=a. (This notation is justified because each
C*-algebra is *-isomorphic to a symmetric subalgebra of the algebra of all
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bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space, and this isomorphism sends
projection elements into common projection operators.) Further we say
that a Banach algebra A is generated by its elements a1 , ..., an if the
smallest subalgebra of A containing a1 , ..., an is dense in A.
Theorem 1. Let A be a Banach algebra which is generated by k of its
elements and by the identity element. Then, for all nk+2, the algebra
An_n of all n_n matrices with entries in A is generated by three idem-
potents and by the identity matrix.
Proof. Given elements b1 , b2 , ..., bn # A we abbreviate the matrix
\
0
b
0
b1
0
b
0
b2
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
b
0
bn
+
by [b1 , b2 , ..., bn]. Suppose A to be generated by its elements a1 , a2 , ..., ak
and by the identity e, and consider elements of An_n defined by
e e 0 0
0 0 e e
p=\ e e + , q=\ 0 0 + ,0 0 e e. . . . . . . . . . . .
and r=[e, a1 , a2 , ..., ak , 0, ..., 0, e]. These elements are idempotents. Let M
denote the smallest closed subalgebra of A which contains p, q, r and
diag[e, e, ..., e]=: en .
Set u=p+q&en # M. Since [b1 , ..., bn]u=[0, b1 , ..., bn&1] we conclude
that x(s) :=run&s&1=[0, ..., as] belongs to M for all s=1, 2, ..., k and,
hence, y(s) :=x(s)r=[as , ...] is in M. Consequently, y(s)un&1=
[0, 0, ..., 0, as] is in M, too.
We claim that [e, 0, 0, ..., 0] # M. This inclusion would yield the asser-
tion since it implies that the shift matrix [e, 0, 0, ..., 0]+(p+q&en)
belongs to M, and this matrix together with all matrices [0, 0, ..., 0, as]
generates a dense subalgebra of An_n. So we are left on showing our claim.
Since x(s) y(l)=[as al , ...] we find that, for each polynomial f in the k
non-commuting variables a1 , ..., ak , there are matrices in M of the form
[ f, ...], [0, f, ...], ..., [0, 0, ..., 0, f ].
Let f1 :=a1 and choose a matrix w(1) in M of the form w(1)=[0, f1 , ...].
Then r&w(1)=[e, 0, f2 , ...] with a certain polynomial f2 (in a1 , ..., ak)
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is in M. Next choose w(2) in M such that w(2)=[0, 0, f2 , ...], then
r&w(1)&w(2)=[e, 0, 0, f3 , ...] with a polynomial f3 . Proceeding in this
manner we finally arrive at
r&w(1)&w(2)& } } } &w(n&1)=[e, 0, ..., 0] # M
which gives our claim. K
Remarks. We do not know whether the estimate nk+2 established
in the theorem is the best one. Possibly, it can be replaced by nk+1.
Further it is not hard to see that, for each finitely generated algebra A, the
algebra An_n with n2 can be generated by a finite number of projections.
The following result characterizes matrix algebras which are generated
by two idempotents.
Theorem 2. Let A be a finitely generated Banach algebra with identity
element. If n2 then the algebra An_n is generated by two idempotents and
by the identity matrix if and only if n=2 and if A is singly generated.
Proof. Let An_n be generated by two idempotents and by the identity
matrix. Then An_n satisfies the standard polynomial identity F4 (see [12]).
On the other hand, since A possesses an identity element, there is a copy
of Cn_n in An_n, and Cn_n satisfies F2n but no identity of lower degree (the
AmitsurLevitzki theorem; see, for example, Section 21 in [7]). Thus,
n=2. Further we conclude from [9], Proposition 1, that A is a com-
mutative Banach algebra.
Let now A2_2 be generated by its idempotent elements p and q and by
the identity matrix e2=diag[e, e]. Set x=p+q&e2 and y=p&q. Then
xy+yx=0 and x2+y2=e2 , (1)
and A2_2 is generated by x, y and e2 , too. We are going to show that A
is generated by e and by the trace of x2. (The trace of a matrix
A=\a1a2
a2
a4+
is defined as a1+a4 , and it will be denoted by tr A.)
Step 1. The elements x and y are invertible. Indeed, the algebra
B={\ f0
0
f+ with f # A=
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belongs to the center of A2_2, and its maximal ideal space is
homeomorphic to that one of A. With each maximal ideal s of the com-
mutative Banach algebra B we associate the smallest closed two-sided ideal
Is in A2_2 which contains s. Further we agree upon abbreviating the
quotient algebra A2_2Is by (A2_2)s , and the canonical homomorphism
from A2_2 onto (A2_2)s by 8s . A little thought shows that all algebras
(A2_2)s are isomorphic to C
2_2 and that 8s (p), 8s (q) and 8s (e2)
generate (A2_2)s . Let P and Q denote the images of 8s (p) and 8s (q)
under the isomorphism (A2_2)s  C
2_2. These matrices are idempotent,
and they generate together with the identity matrix the whole algebra C2_2.
Applying a similarity transformation we can always reach that P=
diag(1, 0) (otherwise P would be the zero or the identity projection, in
which cases P and Q cannot generate C2_2), and in [12] it is shown that
then there is a complex number +{0, 1 so that
Q=\ +- +(1&+)
- +(1&+)
1&+ +
(in case +=0 or +=1, the matrices P and Q cannot generate C2_2). Thus,
P+Q&\1 00 1+=\
+
- +(1&+)
- +(1&+)
&+ + ,
and this matrix is invertible (its determinant is &+{0). This shows that
8s (x) is invertible for all maximal ideals s and, analogously, 8s (y) is inver-
tible for all s. Hence, by Allan’s local principle (see, e.g., [1], Chapter 1),
the elements x and y are invertible.
Step 2. The traces of x, y and xy are zero. Indeed, one has
tr xy=tr yx (even for arbitrary x, y in A2_2) whereas (1) implies that
tr xy=&tr yx. Thus, tr xy=0. Further, since y is invertible, x+yxy&1=0.
This identity gives tr x=&tr yxy&1 whereas, on the other hand,
tr x=tr yxy&1 (even for arbitrary matrices x, y). Thus, tr x=0 and,
analogously, tr y=0.
Step 3. Set S=[ni=0 :i x
2i where :i # C and n # N]. Using (1) one
easily verifies that the collection of all elements a1 e2+a2 x+a3 y+a4 xy
with ai # S is a dense subalgebra of A2_2. Further, since x2 belongs to the
center of A2_2 (again due to (1)), and since the center of A2_2 consists
exactly of the diagonal matrices diag(g, g) with g # A, we conclude that S
consists only of matrices of the form diag(g, g). This observation shows on
its hand that
tr \\ac
b
d+\
g
0
0
g++=\tr \
a
c
b
d++ g (2)
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for all
\ac
b
d+ # A2_2 and \
g
0
0
g+ # S.
Step 4. Let f # A. Then diag( f, f ) # A2_2, and one can find sequences
(a (1)n ), ..., (a
(4)
n ) in S such that
diag( f, f )=lim(a (1)n +a
(2)
n x+a
(3)
n y+a
(4)
n xy)
or, equivalently,
(a (1)n &diag( f, f ))+a
(2)
n x+a
(3)
n y+a
(4)
n xy  0.
Applying the (continuous) trace mapping we obtain
tr(a (1)n &diag( f, f ))+tr(a
(2)
n x)+tr(a
(3)
n y)+tr(a
(4)
n xy)  0,
and taking into account Step 2 as well as identity (2) we get
tr(a (2)n x)=tr(a
(3)
n y)=tr(a
(4)
n xy)=0
whence follows
tr(a (1)n &diag( f, f ))  0 as n  
or, equivalently, f = 12 lim tr a
(1)
n .
But if x2=diag(g, g) then x2i=diag(gi, gi), thus, tr x2i=2gi=
(tr x2) i 21&i which implies that tr a (1)n belongs to the algebra generated by
e and by tr x2. This gives our claim, that is, A is singly generated.
Let now, conversely, A be generated by the identity element e and by an
element a. Choose a large n such that both b :=a+ne and e&b=
(1&n)e&a are invertible, and define
p=\ be&b
b
e&b+ and q=\
e
0
0
0+ .
These matrices are idempotent. Let M denote the smallest closed sub-
algebra of A2_2 which contains p, q and e2 . Then M contains (p&q)2=
diag(e&b, e&b), and since e and e&b also generate A we find that
diag( f, f ) # M for all f # A. In particular,
\b
&1
0
0
b&1+ , \
(e&b)&1
0
0
(e&b)&1+ # A
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whence follows that the matrices
\e0
0
e+=\
e
0
0
e+&\
e
0
0
0+ ,
\00
e
0+=\
b&1
0
0
b&1+\
e
0
0
0+\
b
e&b
b
e&b+\
0
0
0
e+ ,
\0e
0
0+=\
(e&b)&1
0
0
(e&b)&1+\
0
0
0
e+\
b
e&b
b
e&b+\
e
0
0
0+
belong to A, too. These matrices together with all diagonal matrices
diag( f, f ), f # A, generate M, hence MA. K
2. C*-Algebras of Continuous Matrix Valued Functions
Our next goal is idempotent generators of the algebra C(K)n_n of all
continuous n_n matrix functions on a compact K in the complex plane.
Theorem 3. (a) Let K/C be compact, and let n2. Then the Banach
algebra Cn_n(K) of all continuous Cn_n-matrix-valued functions is generated
by three idempotents and the identity function.
(b) If K/C is a compact with connected complement and without
interior points, then C2_2(K) is generated by two idempotents and by the
identity function.
Proof. The StoneWeierstrass theorem states that C(K) is generated by
the two functions z [ z and z [ z and by the identity z [ 1, and
Mergelyan’s theorem (see [10] or [4], Chapter III, Section 2) says that
C(K) is singly generated by z [ z and by the identity whenever the com-
pact K has a connected complement but no inner points. So Theorems 1
and 2 immediately yield the assertion (a) in case n4 as well as assertion
(b). Further, assertion (a) in case n=2 is an evident consequence of asser-
tion (b). So it remains to consider the case n=3.
Let D=[z # C : |z|1]. Clearly, there is a positive number : so that K
:D and hence, due to the TietzeUrysohn extension lemma, we can restrict
ourselves to the case K=:D. Further we suppose without loss that :=1.
Let a, b and 1 abbreviate the functions z [ z&2, z [ z &2 and z [ 1,
respectively. These functions generate the algebra C(D). Denote further the
3_3 matrix having a 1 at its i j th place and zeros at all other places by eij ,
and define p=e11+e12+e33 , q=e22+e23 and r=ae31+be32+e33 . These
matrix functions are idempotent. Let M stand for the smallest closed sub-
algebra of C3_3(D) containing p, q, r and the identity function e. This
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algebra also contains the matrix functions e23 , e22 , e12 and e13 (these
matrices are equal to qp, q&e23 , p+q&e&e23 and e12 e23 , respectively).
Consequently, the matrix function abe31=r(qr&qre22&e23) is in M.
Moreover, the identity
(abe31) e13(ab)r e31=(ab)r+1 e31 , r=1, 2, ...
yields that all matrices P(ab) e31 belong to M where P is an arbitrary poly-
nomial without absolute term. Evidently, the function ab : z [ |z&2|2 does
not vanish on the interval [&1, 1], and the collection of all polynomials
in ab without absolute term separates the points of [&1, 1]. Thus, by the
StoneWeierstrass theorem, the algebra CR[&1, 1] of all continuous real-
valued functions on [&1, 1] is just generated by the restriction of ab onto
[&1, 1], and now it is easy to see that e31 belongs to M.
Finally, since e31 e12=e32 , e31 e13=e33 , e&e22&e33=e11 and e23 e31=e21
we find that all matrix functions eij belong to M. Multiplying these
matrices by r, one can generate all matrices cei j with c # [a, b, 1]. Thus,
M=C3_3(D). K
Remarks. 1. Two idempotents and the identity are not sufficient to
generate Cn_n(K) in case n>2. This follows from the fact that each algebra
generated by two idempotents and the identity element satisfies the
standard polynomial identity F4 (see [12]), and from the AmitsurLevitzki
theorem which states that Cn_n satisfies F2n but no identity of lower degree
(see, for example, Section 21 in [7]).
2. In case K is a finite set, but for algebras over arbitrary fields
F{Z2 , Theorem 3 was shown by one of the authors in [8]. (The case
F=Z2 is also considered in [8]; in this situation three idempotents are
needed to generate C2_2(K).)
3. The algebra Cn_n (which corresponds to one-elementic sets K) can
be generated by three projections and the identity in case n>2, and by two
projections and the identity in case n=2.
4. The question of how many matrices (not necessarily idempotent
ones) are needed in order to generate Cn_n(K) (for KC compact) is
considered in [11].
3. On Banach Algebras Generated by Two
Idempotents which Are C*-Algebras
Let A be a Banach algebra generated by two idempotents and by the
identity, and suppose A to be a C*-algebra. Is then A also generated by
two projections and the identity? (To justify this question consider
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Theorem 5(b) below which states that C*-algebras generated by two pro-
jections own a very nice description.) The following example shows that the
answer is ‘‘no’’ in general.
Theorem 4. Let K denote the cross [&1, 1] _ i[&1, 1]. The algebra
C2_2(K) is generated by two idempotents, but not by two projections and the
identity.
The first part of the assertion is a consequence of Theorem 3(b). In order
to prove the second part we need the following results characterizing
Banach and C*-algebras generated by two idempotents. Let _(x) denote
the spectrum of x # A.
Theorem 5a. Let A be a Banach algebra generated by two idempotents
p and r and by the identity e. Then, for each + # _(prp)"[0, 1], there is a
continuous algebra homomorphism h+ : A  C2_2 with
h+(e)=\1 00 1+ , h+(p)=\
1 0
0 0+ ,
(3)
h+(r)=\ +- +(1&+)
- +(1&+)
1&+ +
where - } denotes any fixed branch of the root function and, for each
& # _(p+2r) & [0, 1, 2, 3], there is a continuous algebra homomorphism
f&: A  C1_1 with
f0(e)=1, f0(p)= f0(r)=0,
f1(e)= f1(p)=1, f1(r)=0,
f2(e)= f2(r)=1, f2(p)=0,
f3(e)= f3(p)= f3(r)=1.
The element a # A is invertible (in A) if and only if the matrices h+ (a) and
f& (a) are invertible for all + # _(prp)"[0, 1] and & # _(p+2r) & [0, 1, 2, 3].
This result is essentially due to [12] (compare also [3] and [5]). In
order to complete this theorem in the C*-case let, for each given closed
subset M of a compact K, C 2_2M (K) refer to the subalgebra of C
2_2(K)
consisting of all functions which yield diagonal matrices at points in M.
Further we specify the root function in (3) to be the common one defined
on [0, ).
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Theorem 5b. Let, moreover, p and r be projections. Then A is a C*-algebra,
and _(prp) is a subset of [0, 1]. The algebra A is *-isomorphic to
C2_2(_(prp)"[0, 1])_C 1_1(_(p+2r) & [0, 1, 2, 3])
in case 0 and 1 are not cluster points of _(prp),
C 2_2[0] (_(prp)"[1])_C
1_1(_(p+2r) & [0, 3])
in case 0 is a cluster point of _(prp) but 1 not,
C 2_2[1] (_(prp)"[0])_C
1_1(_(p+2r) & [1, 2])
in case 1 is cluster point of _(prp) but 0 not,
C 2_2[0, 1](_(prp))
in case both 0 and 1 are cluster points of _(prp). The isomorphism is given
by the corresponding restriction of the mapping 8(a)=(81(a), 82(a)) with
h+ (a) if + # _(prp)"[0, 1]
81(a)(+)={diag( f1(a), f2(a)) if +=0diag( f3(a), f0(a)) if +=1
and
82(a)(&)= f& (a) if & # _(p+2r) & [0, 1, 2, 3].
This theorem is result of efforts by many mathematicians including
C. Davis, G. K. Pedersen, P. R. Halmos, M. L. Vasilevski and I. M.
Spitkovski (compare [6] and [13]). In the form presented here it follows
easily from Theorem 5(a) and from the fact that each *-homomorphism 8
of a C*-algebra A onto a C*-algebra B with _B(8(a))=_A(a) for all
a # A is necessarily an isomorphism.
Now it is easy to complete the proof of Theorem 4. Suppose C2_2(K)
can be generated by two projections. Then this algebra would be
isomorphic to one of the algebras emphasized in Theorem 5(b), which
implies that the center of this algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of all
continuous functions on the subset _(prp) of [0, 1]. On the other hand, the
center of C2_2(K) is evidently isomorphic to C(K). But K is not homeo-
morphic to a subset of [0, 1], hence, the centers are not isomorphic. K
The algebra C2_2(K) introduced in Theorem 4 shows one more
peculiarity: Although this algebra is C*, the standard symbol mapping (3)
for this algebra fails to be symmetric!
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Proof. The idempotent matrix functions p, r : K  C2_2 given by
p: z [ \1 00 0+ and r: z [ \
z&3 z&3
4&z 4&z+
generate C2_2(K) (compare the proof of Theorem 2). Set
w=(e&r&p)2, i.e. w: z [ \z&30
0
z&3+ .
Clearly, the functions w and e&w are invertible in C 2_2(K). The function
b defined by
b=pr(e&p)w&1+(e&p) rp(e&w)&1, i.e. b : z [ \0 11 0+
is obviously symmetric. Let us compute its standard symbol. It is easy to
see that _(prp)"[0, 1]=K&3. Choose and fix + # K&3. Then
h+ (w)=\ &+&- +(1&+)
&- +(1&+)
+ +
2
=\+0
0
++
whence follows
0
1
+
- +(1&+)
h+ (b)=\ + .11&+ - +(1&+) 0
This matrix is not symmetric if, for example, +=&3 (# K&3). K
The question of whether the unsymmetric symbol (3) for C*-algebras
which are generated (as Banach algebras) by two idempotents can always
be replaced by an equivalent symmetric symbol will be discussed in the fifth
section.
4. On C*-Algebras Generated by One Idempotent
Let F be a comprehensive C*-algebra with identity e, and let p be an
idempotent in F. We consider the smallest closed C*-subalgebra A of F
which contains p and e. Clearly, A can also be thought of as the smallest
closed subalgebra of F which contains the two idempotents p and p* and
the identity e, and now we repeat our question from the previous section:
Are there two projections in A which generate the Banach algebra A? The
following theorem indicates that the answer is ‘‘yes’’ in this special setting.
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Theorem 6. Let A be the smallest closed subalgebra of a C*-algebra F
which contains the identity e # F, an idempotent p # F, and its conjugate p*.
Then there are two projections in A which, together with the identity, also
generate A.
Proof. The assertion is evident if p is a projection itself. So we assume
p to be a non-selfadjoint idempotent.
Since each C*-algebra is *-isomorphic to a C*-subalgebra of the algebra
L(H) of all linear bounded operators on a Hilbert space H, we can think
of the elements of A as linear bounded operators on H. Let L denote the
orthogonal projection operator onto Im p. Then H decomposes into the
orthogonal sum Im LKer L, and the matrix representations of p and p*
with respect to this decomposition are given by
\ IO
B
O+ and \
I
B*
O
O+ ,
respectively, where B is a certain bounded operator which is not the zero
operator due to our assumption. Let us further agree upon denoting the
smallest closed subalgebra of L(H) containing the operators A1 , ..., An by
alg(A1 , ..., An). Using this notation we can identify the algebra A with the
algebra
A0=alg \\ IO
O
I + , \
I
O
B
O+ , \
I
B*
O
O++ .
Step 1. Set
A1=alg \\ IO
O
I + , \
O
O
B
O+ , \
O
B*
O
O+ , \
I
O
O
O++ .
Then A0=A1 . Indeed, one evidently has A0A1 , and for the reverse
direction it suffices to show that diag(I, O) # A0 . The operators
N1=\ IO
B
O+\
I
B*
O
O+=\
I+BB*
O
O
O+ ,
N2=\\ IO
B
O+&\
I
B*
O
O++
2
=\ O&B*
B
O+
2
=\&BB*O
O
&B*B+
belong to A0 , and the operator
I&N2=\I+BB*O
O
I+B*B+
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is invertible in L(H) and, hence, in A0 (recall that A0 is a C*-algebra).
Thus, the operator
N1(I&N2)&1=\ IO
O
O+
belongs to A0 .
Step 2. Set C=1(2 &B&)B and
A2=alg \\ IO
O
I + , \
I
O
O
O+ , \
O
O
C
O+ , \
O
C*
O
O++ .
Then, obviously, A1=A2 .
Step 3. Set
A3=alg \\ IO
O
I + , \
I
O
&C
O + , \
I
C*
O
O++ .
Then A2=A3 . Indeed, the inclusion A3A2 is evident again. For the
reverse inclusion, consider the operators
M1=\ IO
&C
O +\
I
C*
O
O+=\
I&CC*
O
O
O+ ,
M2=\\ IO
&C
O +&\
I
C*
O
O++
2
=\ O&C*
&C
O +
2
=\CC*O
O
C*C+ .
Both operators belong to A3 and, since &CC*&=&C*C&<1, the operator
I&M2=\I&CC*O
O
I&C*C+
is invertible in A3 . Consequently,
M1(I&M2)&1=\ IO
O
O+
is in A3 which implies the desired inclusion.
Step 4. We finally show that A3 is (if considered as Banach algebra)
generated by two projections and the identity. The matrix
\I&CC*O
O
I +=\
I
O
&C
O +\
I
C*
O
O++\
O
O
O
I +
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is in A3 , and since I&CC* is positive we conclude that
\(I&CC*)
&12
O
O
I +=\
I&CC*
O
O
I +
&12
is in A3 , too. Hence, the matrices
L=\(I&CC*)
&12
O
&(I&CC*)&12 C
I +
=\(I&CC*)
&12
O
O
I +_\
I
O
&C
O ++\
O
O
O
I +&
and
L&1=\(I&CC*)
12
O
C
I +
are in A3 whence follows that the operators
P=L \ IO
&C
O + L&1=\
I
O
O
O+
R=L \ IC*
O
O+ L&1=\
I&CC*
C*(I&CC*)12
(I&CC*)12 C
C*C +
also belong to A3 . These operators are projections, and they generate,
together with the identity operator, the Banach algebra A3=A0 . K
Remarks. 1. The projections P and R constructed in the preceding proof
own the additional property that PRP | Im P=I&CC* is strictly positive.
2. Let, conversely, P and R be projections on a Hilbert space so that
PRP | Im P is strictly positive, and suppose P and R to be in generic position
(see [6]). Then there exists an idempotent, say Q, such that alg(P, R, I)=
alg(Q, Q*, I). Indeed, the operators are unitarily equivalent to the matrices
\ IO
O
O+ and \
I&H
- H(I&H)
- H(I&H)
H + (4)
with H=PRP | Im P (compare [6] or [13]). Let C denote the (positive)
square root of the (positive) operator H. Then (4) can be written as
\ IO
O
O+ and \
I&C 2
C - I&C2
C - I&C2
C2 + ,
and now one repeats the arguments of the proof of Theorem 6 to get the
assertion.
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5. C*-PI-Algebras
Our final goal is to verify the existence of a symmetric matrix-valued
symbol mapping for Banach algebras generated by two idempotents which
are C*-algebras. Let us study a more general problem: the existence of
symmetric symbols for arbitrary C*-PI-algebras.
Let Fn denote the standard polynomial of degree n in n non-commuting
variables,
Fn (a1 , ..., an)= :
_ # Sn
sign _a_(1) } } } a_(n)
where Sn denotes the symmetric group of order n. An algebra A is said to
be an Fn-algebra if Fn (a1 , ..., an)=O for each choice of elements
a1 , ..., an # A. (In particular, an algebra is F2 if and only if it is com-
mutative.) For Banach F2n-algebras the following generalization of
Gelfand’s local spectral theory for commutative Banach algebras holds (see
[7], Theorem 21.1).
Theorem 7. Let A be a Banach-F2n-algebra.
(a) For each maximal two-sided ideal M of A, there is a number
l(M) # [1, ..., n] such that the quotient algebra AM is isomorphic to
Cl(M)_l(M).
(b) Set ,M=!M b ?M where ?M refers to the canonical homomorphism
A  AM and !M to the isomorphism established in (a). Then an element
a # A is invertible in A if and only if all matrices ,M (a) with M running
through the set of maximal ideals of A are invertible.
In the C*-setting we can complete this result by the following observation.
Theorem 8. Let A be a C*-F2n-algebra. Then the isomorphisms !M in
Theorem 7 can be specified in such a way that all mappings ,M become
*-homomorphisms (i.e. symmetric).
Proof. If A is C* then each two-sided maximal ideal M of A is sym-
metric, the quotient algebra AM can be made to a C*-algebra in a
natural manner, and the canonical homomorphism ?M becomes symmetric.
Let t denote the C*-involution on AM, and & } &t the associated norm,
and let a # C l(M)_l(M). Via
at :=!M ((!&1M (a))
t) and &a&t :=&!
&1
M (a)&t
we introduce an involutiont and a norm & .&t on Cl(M)_l(M) which makes
Cl(M)_l(M) to a C*-algebra and the isomorphism !M to a symmetric or
*-isomorphism. Now the assertion is a consequence of the following theorem
which is certainly well known, but we did not find any explicit reference.
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Theorem 9. Let * and & .&
*
denote the usual involution and the usual
(spectral) norm on Cl_l, and let t and & .&t be an involution and a norm on
Cl_l such that both (Cl_l, V, & .&
*
) and (Cl_l,t, & .&t) are C*-algebras.
Then there exists a symmetric isomorphism between these C*-algebras.
If ’M denotes the symmetric isomorphism from (C l_l,t, & .&t) onto
(Cl_l, V, & .&
*
) then ’M b ,M is the *-homomorphism stated in Theorem 8. K
Proof of Theorem 9. It is easy to see that the mapping
T: Cl_l  Cl_l, A [ (At)*
is an automorphism of Cl_l. Since each automorphism of C l_l is inner
(compare Section 112 in Chapter 14 of [14]), there is an invertible matrix
B with
T(A)=B&1AB for all A # Cl_l,
which implies that (At)*=B&1AB or, equivalently,
At=C&1A*C (5)
with C=(B&1)*. Since t is an involution, we have
A=(At)t=C&1(At)* C=C&1(C&1A*C)* C=C&1C*A(C&1)* C
or C&1C*A=AC&1C*. That is, C&1C* commutes with each matrix A,
hence, C&1C* is a scalar matrix:
C&1C*=:I or C*=:C with : # C.
Moreover, since &C*&
*
=&C&
*
we conclude that |:|=1. Let ; be any
square root of :. Then (5) implies
At=(;C)&1 A*(;C),
and the matrix ;C is even self-adjoint with respect to the involution *.
Further, by multiplying ;C by a real constant we can always force that
At=E&1A*E for all A # Cl_l (6)
where E is *-self-adjoint, &E&
*
=1, and 1 is an eigenvalue of E.
Let 1=*1*2 } } } *l&1 denote the eigenvalues of E, set D=
diag(*1 , ..., *l), and let U be the *-unitary matrix such that C=U&1 DU.
Since & .&t is a C*-norm, we have
&A&2t=&A
tA&t=&E
&1A*EA&t=&U
&1D&1UA*U&1 DUA&t
=&U&1D&1U(UA)* DUA&t
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and, after replacing UA by W,
&U&1W&2t=&U&1D&1UW* DW&t (7)
which must hold for all W # Cl_l. This identity implies that all eigenvalues
of E are nonnegative. Indeed, suppose for contrary, *l= &a<0, and let
1 0 } } } 0
0 0 } } } 0
W=\ b b b+ .0 0 } } } 01- a 0 } } } 0
Then
W* DW=\
1
0
b
0
0
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
0
b
0
1- a
0
b
0
+
1 0 } } } 0
0 0 } } } 0
diag(1, *2 , ...,&a) \ b b b+ .0 0 } } } 01- a 0 } } } 0
=\
1
0
b
0
0
0
b
0
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
0
b
0
&- a
0
b
0
+
1 0 } } } 0
0 0 } } } 0\ b b b+=0.0 0 } } } 01- a 0 } } } 0
Thus, the right hand side of (7) is 0, but &U&1W&t cannot vanish. This
contradiction shows that E0 and, since E is invertible, even E>0. Let X
be the (positive) square root of the (positive) matrix E&1. The mapping
’: Cl_l  C l_l, A [ X&1AX
is a symmetric isomorphism from (Cl_l,t, & .&t) onto (Cl_l,V, & .&*), as
one can easily check:
’(At)=X&1AtX=X&1(E&1A*E)X
=E12E&1A*EE&12=E&12A*E12
=(E 12AE&12)*=(X&1AX)*=’(A)*.
This finally implies that ’ is even an isometry, i.e., &’(A)&
*
=&A&t (com-
pare [2], Prop. 1.3.7), which proves our claim. K
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Since each algebra generated by two idempotents is F4 (see [12]) we find
the following specification of Theorem 8.
Theorem 10. If a Banach algebra generated by two idempotents and the
identity is C* then it possesses a symmetric symbol.
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